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Abstract

This paper describes the first infrastructure for integrated stud-
ies of the performance and thermal behavior of storage systems.
Using microbenchmarks running on this infrastructure, we first
gain insight into how I/O characteristics can affect the temper-
ature of disk drives. We use this analysis to identify the most
promising, yet simple, “knobs” for temperature optimization of
high speed disks, which can be implemented on existing disks. We
then analyze the thermal profiles of real workloads that use such
disk drives in their storage systems, pointing out which knobs are
most useful for dynamic thermal management when pushing the
performance envelope.

Keywords: Storage System, Disk Drives, Power and Tem-
perature Management.

1 Introduction

A steady growth in the data rate of disk drives has been
instrumental in their successful deployment across a diverse
range of environments. In addition to data-centric services
such as file, web and media servers, transaction process-
ing, etc., disk drive performance is becoming extremely
critical for even consumer electronic products such as digi-
tal video recorders, personal entertainment and gaming de-
vices. While parallelism using RAID [24] has been effec-
tively employed in server environments for higher band-
width, the growth in the raw data rate is still very important
for single drive performance across all these applications.

The internal data rate (IDR) of the drive is dependent on
the linear density, rotational speed, and the platter size. The
IDR has been growing at an exponential rate of 40% per-
annum over the last fifteen years, due to a combination of
brisk growth in linear density and higher rotational speeds
(expressed in Rotations-per-Minute or RPM). However, in-
creasing the RPM leads to excessive heat being generated
since the viscous dissipation is proportional to nearly the
cubic power [7]. In order to ensure that the disk drives ad-
here to the thermal design constraints when increasing the
RPM, the platter size (which is proportional in nearly the

fifth power to heat) may need to be reduced. This provides
a margin within which the target IDR can be achieved for
the same amount of heat by merely shrinking the platters
and then compensating for the smaller size by increasing
the RPM appropriately.

Designing disks to operate within the thermal design en-
velope is critical for reliable operation [1]. High tempera-
tures can cause a host of reliability problems, such as off-
track writes due to the thermal tilt of the disk stack and ac-
tuators, which can lead to corruption of data, or even a com-
plete failure of the device due to a head crash [15]. It may
appear that a simple solution to this problem is to provision
a more powerful cooling system, since that would facilitate
the extraction of heat from the device, thereby reducing its
operating temperature. However, such cooling systems are
prohibitively expensive [31].

It has been shown that the pace of growth in the lin-
ear density is expected to slow in the future, requiring
much more aggressive scaling of the RPM to sustain the
IDR growth rate [13]. Furthermore, this study showed that
such aggressive scaling of the RPM cannot be sustained
within the thermal envelope even for very small platter sizes
thereby leading to a significant slowdown in the IDR growth
rate in the near future. The implication of this is that disks
in the future would have to be designed for average case
thermal behavior rather than the worst case situation, incor-
porating the characteristics needed for higher performance,
such as a higher RPM. However, this design approach can
cause the operating temperature to exceed the the thermal
envelope at runtime, if we do not incorporate any safe-
guards. To avoid thermal emergencies, [13] suggested the
use of Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM), a philoso-
phy that is being actively investigated in the context of mi-
croprocessor design as well [4, 28]. In DTM, the disk is
allowed to serve I/O requests as usual. However, if there is
an imminent danger of violating the thermal envelope, we
dynamically modulate the drive activities to prevent such a
situation from occurring.

Designing and optimizing DTM techniques requires a
careful analysis of how different drive activities impact the
temperature, using real workloads. For instance, if we have
a disk operating at a given RPM, how do the seeks in the
workload increase the temperature? How far apart do seeks
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need to be in order to remain within the thermal envelope?
Within a seek, how do the different phases - acceleration,
coast, deceleration - impact the temperature? Can we mod-
ulate the head scheduling or request service schemes for
DTM? Given different DTM alternatives, how do we pick
one over another for a given set of workload conditions and
disk drive parameters?

Such a detailed understanding of the interaction between
workload activities and disk drive parameters, and their im-
pact on temperature, requires detailed toolsets that are cur-
rently unavailable. Though there are tools such as Disksim
[10] which are widely used for performance studies, there
is no tool available today to study the temperature of a drive
running a real workload. The earlier work in thermal mod-
eling of disk drives [7, 13] has been more intended to study
the temperature of drives under steady state conditions for
static configurations of different drive parameters, and have
not really looked at the temperature during the dynamic ex-
ecution of a workload.

With these motivations, this paper presents the first in-
tegrated performance-thermal simulator to study the tem-
perature of disk drives with real workloads. We profile the
thermal behavior of real server workloads and show how
the temperature varies during the execution. We also show
that the spatial locality (minimizing seek activity) and the
temporal separation between the seeks is adequate in these
workloads that we can automatically apply a 5,000 RPM
boost to their baseline disk configurations without exceed-
ing the thermal envelope. This results in around 21-53% im-
provement in response times. Higher RPMs mandate more
active DTM schemes.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows.
Section 2 reviews the related work in this area. Section 3
describes our integrated thermal-performance framework,
and the microbenchmark evaluations are given in Section
4. The evaluation with real workloads is conducted in sec-
tion 5 for different drive RPMs. Finally section 6 concludes
this paper.

2 Related Work

There have been many prior studies on the power con-
sumption of disk drives [17, 32] and its optimization in mo-
bile/desktop systems. Prediction of idleness is used to spin
down the disk to a low power mode during periods of in-
activity [21, 8]. [23] uses a combination of prefetching and
caching to increase such idleness for more effective power
management.

More recently, there has been interest in reducing the
disk power consumption in server systems [14, 5]. The
problem is more challenging in these environments because
the workloads may not have sufficient idleness, and may
not tolerate degradation in performance. Further, server
disks have quite different characteristics compared to their
laptop/desktop counterparts [1], with much larger transi-
tion times to/from the low power modes. The solutions
for server environments employ multi-speed/DRPM disks
[12, 5], which can be used in conjunction with other tech-
niques such as data clustering [25] or cache management
[33, 34].

Another approach is to use flash memory (which con-
sumes lower power and is also faster than a disk) to con-
struct a large buffer, to increase disk idleness. In fact, Sam-

sung recently announced a flash based disk that can provide
over 16 GB of storage [26]. Such a disk can delay writes to
the magnetic disk by accumulating them in the flash buffer
and doing a bulk write. Although this solution is good for
laptops and desktops, where I/O traffic is lower, it is not
easily applicable for servers.

Temperature-aware design is becoming important in the
context of microprocessors [28], interconnection networks
[27], and storage systems [13] due to its strong correlation
to the reliability of components and the high cost of cooling.
[7] describes a model of the thermal behavior of a disk drive
based on several parameters such as drive geometry, number
of platters in the disk stack, RPM, and materials used for
building the drive. However, this model [7], and the other
closely related work in this area [13], are both studies of
the thermal behavior of disk drives (based on different drive
parameters) under static conditions, and the behavior has
not been previously studied during the dynamic execution
of real workloads. There has also been a study on modeling
and designing disk arrays in a temperature-aware manner
[18].

3 A Framework for Integrated Thermal-
Performance Simulation

In order to analyze the thermal behavior of applications
(and possibly control it dynamically), we need a framework
that can relate activities in the storage system to their cor-
responding thermal phenomena as the workload execution
is in progress. In a real system, this can be achieved by in-
strumenting the I/O operations and leveraging the thermal
sensors [15] that are commonplace in most high-end disks
drives today. However, since the objective of this study is to
investigate the effect of disk configurations that are not yet
available in the market today using highly controlled experi-
ments (without external perturbances), we use a simulation-
based approach. In this section, we describe the simulation
framework that we have developed to study performance
and thermal behavior of storage systems in an integrated
manner.

The simulator consists of two components, namely, a
performance model and a thermal model. In our simula-
tor, the performance model we use is Disksim [10], which
models the performance aspects of the disk drives, con-
trollers, caches, and interconnects in a fairly detailed man-
ner. Disksim is an event-driven simulator, with the simu-
lated time being updated at discrete events, e.g. arrival of
request, completion of seek, etc. Disksim has been exten-
sively used in different studies and has been widely vali-
dated with several disk models.

Our thermal simulation model is based on the one devel-
oped by Eibeck and Cohen [9]. The sources of heat within
the drive include the power expended by the spindle mo-
tor (to rotate the platters) and the voice-coil motor (VCM)
(moving the disk arms). The thermal model evaluates the
temperature distribution within a disk drive from these two
sources by setting up the heat flow equations for different
components of the drive such as the internal air, the spin-
dle and voice-coil motor assemblies, and the drive base and
cover. It uses the finite difference method [20] to calculate
the heat flow, and iteratively calculates the temperatures of
these components at each time step until it converges to a
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Figure 1. Different possibilities for a physical seek operation.

steady state temperature. Such a simulation model is some-
times referred to as a time-step simulator.

Our integration of these two models is based on the ob-
servation that the only two governing factors from the per-
formance model which affect the thermal model include the
seek activity (particularly the VCM on and off events) and
any RPM changes (if using a multi-speed/DRPM disk). At
these points, the performance model invokes the thermal
model to iteratively (time-steps) compute the heat flows un-
til the simulated time of the thermal model reaches the sim-
ulated time of the next such point in the performance model.
In other words, we normally run the performance model
for the sequence of incoming I/O requests. Whenever this
model incurs a VCM switch from its prior state (i.e. on
from off, or vice-versa), it invokes the thermal model with
the appropriate VCM state information so that the thermal
model can catch up on its time to the time in the perfor-
mance model, at which point control flows back to the per-
formance model. In the case of a multi-speed disk, this in-
vocation is also done at RPM change events.

Such an integration between the two models requires a
careful tuning of the time-step in the thermal model, since
it affects both the speed and accuracy of the simulation. A
relatively large time-step, as can be expected, can give a
faster simulator at the expense of lower accuracy, and a finer
granularity would give high accuracy at a slower speed. To
evaluate these trade-offs, we ran workloads comparing their
temperature profile using different time-step granularities
(varying between 100 to 2500 steps between successive I/O
events in the performance simulator), with that of a high res-
olution thermal simulation (60,000 steps/minute). We chose
a time step that gave results very close to the high resolution
simulation.

3.1 Modeling the Physical Behavior of Disk Seeks

When doing the thermal-performance simulation, one of
the activities that needs to be modeled accurately is the dy-
namics of a physical seek operation. Although the time
taken for a seek is already accounted for by the performance
model, the mechanical work involved to effect the seek op-
eration has a strong influence on temperature.

The seek time depends on two factors, namely, the in-
ertial power of the VCM assembly and the radial length of
the data band being traversed on the platter [11]. The VCM,
which is also sometimes referred to as the arm actuator, is

used to move the disk arms across the surface of the platters.
Physically, a seek involves an acceleration phase, when the
VCM is powered, followed by a coast phase of constant ve-
locity where the VCM is off, and then a deceleration phase
to stop the arms near the desired track when the VCM is
again turned on but the current is reversed to generate the
braking effect. This is then followed by a head settling pe-
riod. For very short seeks, the settle time dominates the
overall seek time whereas for slightly longer (intermediate)
seeks, the acceleration and deceleration phases dominate.
Coasting is more significant for long seeks. We capture the
physical behavior of seeks using a Bang-Bang Triangular
model [16]. In this model, for any physical seek operation,
the time taken for acceleration and subsequent deceleration
are equal. To calculate the acceleration/deceleration com-
ponents, we make the following assumptions:

• The head settle time is approximated as the track-to-
track seek time.

• Let Vmax denote the maximum velocity that is permis-
sible for the head, which is dictated by the characteris-
tics of the VCM assembly and also by the bandwidth
of the underlying servo system (needed to accurately
position the head over the desired track). We use a
Vmax value of 120 inches/second, which reflects many
modern disk drive implementations.

• The average seek distance (Davg) for a large number
of random seeks is equal to a seek across 1

3 of the data
zone [3].

• The coast time for an average seek (of this distance
Davg) is zero, since that would yield the lowest seek
time on the average.

The last three assumptions are essentially used to
fix/calculate the acceleration/deceleration of the VCM
based on what is needed to bring the head assembly to a
maximum velocity (Vmax) immediately followed by the re-
verse braking/deceleration to give the lowest possible seek
time when the average covered distance is Davg .

Let Davg and Tavg denote the distance of 1
3 of the data

zone and the corresponding (average) seek time. Since we
are calculating the time only during the movement of the
disk arm and not the settling period, Tavg is adjusted by sub-
tracting the settle time of a head (i.e., the track-to-track seek
time) from the average seek time. We can now calculate the
time taken during the acceleration, coast, and deceleration
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phases of a physical disk seek operation (of distance d) as
follows:

• Case d = Davg: For a seek operation that needs to tra-
verse a distance of Davg as is shown in Figure 1 (b),
the VCM accelerates the actuator from an initial speed
of 0, to a maximum velocity Vmax, and then immedi-
ately applies the reverse braking affect which takes the
same amount of time as the acceleration, i.e. there is
zero coast time and the VCM is on during the entire
duration of the seek. We can calculate these durations
as TAcc = TDec = Davg

Vmax
.

So when the requested seek distance d is Davg , the
VCM is continuously on for this entire duration of
TAcc + TDec.

• Case d > Davg: Since the actuator cannot move faster
than Vmax, once it reaches this velocity after the ini-
tial acceleration, there needs to be a coast phase (as
depicted in Figure 1 (c)) before the deceleration. Note
that the VCM is on during the TAcc and TDec (whose
values are the same as in the previous case) phases,
with a coast time duration of d−Davg

Vmax
in between when

the VCM is off.
• Case d < Davg: The distance is lesser than what is

needed to reach the maximum velocity for the calcu-
lated acceleration above. Consequently, we again only
have an acceleration phase followed immediately by
the deceleration phase. We can apply the Second Law
of Motion to calculate the TAcc and TDec in this case

as TAcc = TDec =
√

2× d
2

Acc
.

The on/off states of the VCM are then communicated to the
thermal model at the appropriate points as explained earlier.

Validation: In order to validate this model, we calculated
the acceleration that is computed by our model, under all the
stated assumptions for a Fujitsu AL-7LX disk drive, which
is a 2.6” 15,000 RPM disk drive, and compared it to its mea-
sured mechanical seek characteristics [2]. Using the drive
characteristics, we found the Davg for this disk to be 0.22”.
The reported value for the acceleration to satisfy the seek
time requirement is 220 G (2150 m/s

2), whereas our model
calculates it using the Davg to be 253.5 G (2488.1 m/s

2),
which is within 15% of the reported value.

3.2 Simulation “Warm-up"

At the beginning of the simulation, all the disks are in a
cold state, having the same temperature as that of the out-
side air. It takes roughly 50 minutes of simulated time be-
fore the temperature reaches a steady state. In order to pre-
vent start-up effects from skewing our results, we perform
the experiments only after the system has reached the steady
state temperature. We literally warm up the disk by running
the stand-alone thermal model for the first 150 minutes of
simulation assuming that the disks are idle (i.e., the disks
are spinning but there are no arm movements). Simulation
of the workload is started after this warm-up period.

Figure 2. The different physical phases of an
I/O operation to a disk.

4 Impact of I/O Activities on Disk Drive
Thermal Behavior

In order to understand the thermal behavior of real work-
loads, we first analyze the impact of various types of I/O
activities on the temperature of a disk drive. From the se-
quence of events shown in Figure 2, we see that the temper-
ature variation of a disk operating at a given RPM depends
on the seek time, coast time, and the inter-seek time, picto-
rially shown in Figure 2. Even though the coast is in turn
accounted for in the seek times (i.e. a large coast does trans-
late to a large seek time), we would like to identify this as a
separate factor in our studies since its effect counter-acts the
acceleration/deceleration effects (a long coast can possibly
allow the disk to cool since the VCM is off). A seek oper-
ation that accelerates to the maximum velocity, Vmax and
subsequently decelerates without any coast time (i.e. the
profile in Figure 1 (b)) generates the maximum heat for any
given seek operation. Let us denote this type of seek oper-
ation as a min-coast seek. Note that the coast is zero even
for those seeks with distances less than Davg (Figure 1 (a)),
and the term can be viewed to be somewhat of a misnomer,
but we refer specifically to the profile in Figure 1 (b) as a
min-coast seek.

The inter-seek time is the time between the end of a
seek operation and the beginning of another. If inter-seek
times are short, then the dissipation of heat from inside the
drive during the idle phase between any two seek opera-
tions is lower, thereby further increasing the temperature.
Although a single seek operation might not create a signif-
icant change in the drive temperature, a sequence of such
temporally close operations (burstiness) can have a more
significant effect.

To summarize, a lower thermal profile can be achieved
by one or more of the following:

• Low (possibly zero) seek times, where the accelera-
tion/deceleration durations are low.

• Large coast times, which can possibly outweigh the
effects of longer acceleration/deceleration phases.

• Large inter-seek times, allowing the disk to cool be-
tween successive accesses.

We next perform a microbenchmark study to investigate
the impact of these factors on a disk’s temperature. In these
microbenchmarks, we vary the inter-seek time (IST) from 0
ms to 8 ms in increments of 2 ms. In addition, we also vary
the total seek time by considering discrete values between
0 ms to 5 ms, in discrete steps of 1 ms. We also consider a
seek time that corresponds to the min-coast value explained
above (which turns out to be 3.38 ms and 3.82 ms for a 3.3”
and 3.7” platter sizes respectively). For a given set of values
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Figure 3. Relationship between seek-time and disk temperature. The highest point for each of the
curves corresponds to a min-coast seek.

in this two dimensional design space (inter-seek times and
seek times), the microbenchmark introduces a large number
of seeks (over a period of 150 minutes) of these specified
parameters after initial Warm-up of the thermal state.

In Figure 3, we plot the temperature of some disk drive
configurations for various seek-time values (x-axis) for a
given inter-seek time. Note that the points in the middle of
the seek-time range which usually yield the highest temper-
atures correspond to “min-coast”. The extreme left points
correspond to “zero-seek”, and the ones on the extreme
right correspond to “max-coast”.

As expected, the temperature starts going up with non-
zero seek times for a given inter-seek time. We see around
2-6 C increase in temperature when going from zero-seek
to the min-coast value in these three disk configurations.
The duration for which the VCM is active grows linearly
with the seek time (until the min-coast value), contributing
to the increase in temperature. Beyond the min-coast point,
though the VCM is exercised as much in the seeks, the gap
(coast) allows the disk to cool a little. Despite this cooling
effect, the temperatures for even the full-stroke seeks are
still higher than not performing any seeks, suggesting that
seek time optimization plays an important role in thermal
management as well (and not just for the traditional perfor-
mance goals).

We find that the inter-seek time has an equally impor-
tant effect on the thermal behavior. With temporally close
(Burst) seeks, the disk does not have as much time to cool,
yielding higher temperatures compared to a workload with
seeks that are more temporally separated. Further, a smaller
inter-seek time amplifies the effects of the individual seek
activities. For instance, when we look at the curve for the 2
ms inter-seek time, in Figure 3(a), we see that if we reduce
the seek-time by 1 ms from the 2 ms seek-time point, there
is nearly a 1.05 C reduction in the temperature. Nearly the
same reduction in temperature is also achievable by increas-
ing the inter-seek time by 2 ms. On the other hand, when we
see that for the curves with inter-seek times that are longer
than 2 ms, the temperature variation becomes less sensitive
to the inter-seek times but is affected more by the seek-time.

The rise in the temperature is faster for disks that have
more platters (Figure 3(b)) or larger platters (Figure 3(c)),
due to the increased viscous heating. This also makes the
absolute temperature values in Figure 3(c) the highest due
to the nearly fifth-power impact of platter size, and that in

Figure 3(b) higher than the 1-platter configuration, since the
number of platters has a linear effect on the viscous dissipa-
tion.

We have repeated these benchmarks across different
disk/RPM configurations, particularly for those of interest
in the latter portion of this paper. Rather than re-draw all the
lines, we summarize the temperatures for the (i) zero seek,
(ii) min-coast and (iii) max-coast (full-stroke seek), for the
considered configurations in Figure 4. In addition, we also
show the thermal envelope line (calculated to be 45.22 C
using the same techniques described in [13]). The second
and third column of graphs shows the thermal profiles for
successive increases in the RPM for the same platter size
and number of platters shown in the first column.

When we look at the leftmost bar (where the VCM is al-
ways on) in each graph on the first column, we find that the
temperatures are very close to the thermal envelope, since
the cooling system was provisioned to handle this work-
load scenario. These disk configurations correspond to the
baseline case, i.e. they are actual product configurations
of prior calendar years when the workload traces were col-
lected. However, we observe that if there are long seek op-
erations (higher coast time), the temperature of the disks are
significantly lower than the worst-case. For instance, for the
3.3” 4-platter disk, when coast times are long, there is close
to a 7 C drop in the temperature compared to the worst-case.
This relative difference in the temperature is also observable
for the higher RPMs.

We can also lower the temperature by having much
shorter (or even zero) seeks, and the savings is much more
pronounced when there is no movement of the arm at all.
We see over 8 C temperature drop in the low inter-seek
time experiments of the first column when we move from
min-coast to zero-seek. We also find that there is a greater
amount of temperature reduction for the 3.7” disk compared
to the 3.3”. This is because the power output of the VCM
depends on the platter size and thus has a more significant
impact on temperature for the 3.7” drive. When the disk
seek-times are very small, increasing the inter-seek time
lowers the temperature, although it has a lesser impact as
observed earlier in Figure 3. When coast times are high, the
inter-seek time has negligible impact on the temperature of
the drives.

When we turn our attention to the second column of
graphs, where the disk speeds are increased by 5,000 RPM
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Figure 4. Results of Microbenchmark Study. Each row of graphs shows the steady-state temperature
for a disk configuration for various RPMs (in increasing order from left to right). The horizontal line
in each graph is the thermal envelope.

from their baseline counterparts in the first column, we find
that the min-coast bars (where the VCM is always on) ex-
ceed the thermal envelope. However, as we note in these
graphs, there is a relatively large difference in temperature
between the min-coast and the other two bars, especially at
smaller inter-seek times. In fact, these two bars lie within
the thermal envelope, suggesting that we can even operate
at this higher RPM with an appropriate DTM scheme.

The above results for the 5,000 RPM boost show that
zero-seeks definitely give lower temperature than max-
coast. Consequently, disk arm scheduling algorithms such
as Shortest Positioning Time First (SPTF) can possibly
serve to lower the temperature (and not just enhance per-
formance for which it has been intended). However, if the
waiting queue of requests is such that the seek distances are
not necessarily that low (i.e. the thermal profile is heading
more towards the min-coast region), then one may possibly
opt for an inverse SPTF algorithm (i.e. Longest Positioning
Time First Algorithm), since in this case we may be able to
increase the coast times.

However, it is possible that we may reach points when
changing the arm scheduling algorithm may not suffice to
remain within the thermal envelope. The bars for the 0 ms
inter-seek time in Figure 4 (f) give some evidence of this
observation, where min-coast exceeds the thermal envelope
as well and the zero-seek is fairly close to the envelope.

Getting to the zero-seek value may not be achievable in a
real workload, and in this case the DTM option may actually
need to increase the inter-seek times (by introducing delays)
sufficiently so that the disk may cool between successive
requests.

Finally, we notice that in the first and third rows of the
last column of graphs, the 10,000 RPM increase from the
baseline causes all bars to exceed the envelope. Disk head
scheduling and introducing delays are not sufficient to man-
age the temperature in these cases, and more aggressive
techniques such as dynamic RPM modulation [12, 5] may
need to be employed for DTM.

5 Thermal Behavior of Real Server Work-
loads

In the previous section, we identified the salient aspects
of I/O behavior at the disk drive level that can affect temper-
ature. Although this study helps us understand the relative
importance of the various parameters on the drive tempera-
ture, it is important to analyze how real workloads use the
disk drives within this broad space.
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Workload Year # Requests # Disks Per-Disk Capacity (GB) RPM Platter Diameter (in) Platters (#) RAID ?
HPL Openmail [29] 2000 3,053,745 8 9.29 10,000 3.3 1 Yes

OLTP Application [30] 1999 5,334,945 24 19.07 10,000 3.3 4 No
Search-Engine [30] 1999 4,579,809 6 19.07 10,000 3.3 4 No

TPC-C 2002 6,155,547 4 37.17 10,000 3.3 4 Yes
TPC-H 2002 4,228,725 15 35.96 7,200 3.7 6 No

Table 1. Description of workloads and storage system used.
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5.1 Workloads

In this paper, we use five commercial I/O traces, whose
characteristics are given in Table 1, along with details of the
storage system (from prior years) on which each trace was
collected. Although the disks listed in the Table use plat-
ters that are larger and also lower RPMs than those used in
drives today (e.g. 2.6” and 15,000 RPM), we tried to be as
faithful as possible to the original storage system configu-
rations used for these applications, so as not to skew our
observations. In Figure 5 we quantify the performance for
each of the workloads in their baseline and higher speed
configurations by plotting the CDF of the response times
when their respective storage systems employ the faster
disks. However, we restricted the highest RPM value to
20,000 RPM, which has been shown to be feasible for reli-
able disk-drive operation [6].

5.2 Thermal Profiles

Figure 6 shows the temperature of the higher RPM disks
when running these workloads. For clarity, we look at the
thermal profiles across two time granularities. The first col-
umn of graphs shows the profiles, for the disks of differ-
ent RPMs, across the entire simulation of each workload.

Again, in the interest of clarity and space, we show the pro-
files only for one representative disk in the storage system
for each workload. The right column goes for a closer look
by plotting just a second at the 50th minute of execution.

We find that a 5,000 RPM increase from the baseline
RPM can be easily accommodated within the thermal en-
velope without having to increase the cooling requirements.
The significance of this can be seen by looking at the perfor-
mance plots in Figure 5, where a 5,000 RPM increase can
provide 21%-53% improvement in the response time from
the baseline.

In order to better understand why we are still within the
thermal envelope, we first dissect the seek time of the work-
loads into the acceleration, coast, and deceleration compo-
nents. We histogrammed these values for each workload,
into bucket sizes of 1 ms granularities, and associated the
value of each bucket with its upper interval. In Table 2
we show the results for the top two seek-time occurrences,
since these really dominate the execution. In addition to
this, we also show the probability density function (PDF) of
the inter-seek times of disk-0 for the workloads in Figure 7.
Each graph shows two sets of PDFs, one for the inter-seek
times between any two disk seeks (denoted as “All”) and
another only for the seeks that actually involve a movement
of the disk arm (denoted as “Without 0-Seeks”). The latter
is used to remove any bias towards the high occurrences of
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Figure 6. Thermal profiles of the workloads for two time ranges. The thermal envelope is 45.22 C. Note
that the scale of the y-axes is different for each graph in order to make the temperature variations as
detailed as possible.
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0-seeks which do not increase the temperature despite com-
ing temporally close to each other.

From the Table, we see that the bulk of the seeks, across
all the workloads, have a duration of 0 ms or 1 ms. Only the
Search-Engine and Openmail workloads show seeks that
are of duration 2 ms and higher. As we saw in the previ-
ous section, if the time taken for a seek is around this 1
ms value, then the heat that is generated is much less than
for a min-coast seek. However, the actual temperature of
the disk also depends on the inter-seek time value, which
is shown in Figure 7. For the OLTP and TPC-H applica-
tions, many of the inter-seek times are quite long, especially
for the former, where they are in the order of several hun-
dreds of milliseconds. However, between these workloads,
we find that TPC-H runs a little cooler than OLTP, despite
the latter experiencing about an order of magnitude larger
inter-seek times for the majority of the seeks. This is due
to the seek-time behavior of the two workloads (shown in
Table 2). The vast majority of the seeks in both these work-
loads are of 0 ms and 1 ms in duration. However, TPC-H
is composed of a larger proportion of zero-seek operations
compared to OLTP (i.e. there is very good spatial locality in
TPC-H). As we saw in Section 4, when inter-seek times are
greater than 2 ms, the relative temperature differences for
larger values of the inter-seek time become progressively
smaller. However, the seek-time still has a strong impact
on temperature, especially in the region that is less than the
min-coast value. As TPC-H has about 6% more 0 ms seeks
than OLTP, its disks experience a lower temperature.

TPC-C shows a temperature profile that is somewhat
similar to OLTP but exhibits a different set of character-
istics. The bulk of the seek-times in this workload are of 0
ms in duration and the remaining being 1 ms. In particular,
we can see from Table 2 that its seek-time distribution is
quite comparable to the TPC-H workload. However, there
are a significant number of inter-seek times (around 30%)
that are less than 10 ms (the “Without 0-Seek” curve in Fig-
ure 7(d)). This would cause the temperature to be higher
than TPC-H. However, as we have already seen, the differ-
ences in the inter-seek time do not play a very dominant
role, except for very short values, making the temperature
only slightly higher than TPC-H.

The Openmail and Search-Engine workloads exhibit a
larger variation in seek-times. There is also significant vari-
ation in the inter-seek times between different disks for the
Search-Engine workload (as shown in Figure 7(c) for disks
0 and 4). We find that 6.5% of the seeks in Openmail take
between 2-3 ms and none between 3-4 ms. 4.7% of the
seek operations in the Search-Engine workload have times
between 2-3 ms and 14.8% of them are in the range of 3-
4 ms. These two workloads also have half their inter-seek
times in the 10 ms range. Recall that, as the seek-time in-
creases (until we reach the min-coast point), the accelera-
tion that is required increases as well, causing each seek op-
eration to generate more heat. This phenomenon is observ-
able for these two workloads, where the constituent disks in
their respective storage systems experience the highest tem-
peratures for 15,000 RPM. Between these two workloads,
Search-Engine has a higher absolute temperature because it
uses 4-platter disks (as shown in Table 1), which generates
more heat (by a linear factor) than the 1-platter units used
by Openmail.

Although we consider both 3.3” and 3.7” disks, we pro-
vision sufficient cooling such that all the drives satisfy the

thermal envelope of 45.22 C in their baseline configura-
tions. Search-Engine uses 3.3” 4-platter 10,000 RPM disks
in its baseline configuration whereas TPC-H uses 3.7” 6-
platter 7200 RPM drives. We found that these two config-
urations are not exactly equivalent from the thermal view-
point in the sense that the latter can generate more heat than
the former, requiring the outside temperature to be slightly
cooler. Therefore, if we increase the RPM by 5,000 from
their baseline configurations without altering the cooling
system, we might expect the heating to be higher for the
3.7” disk by virtue of its larger platter size and number of
platters. However, we have seen that the disks used by
Search-Engine experience higher temperatures than TPC-
H. In fact, the highest temperature that any disk in TPC-
H reaches for 12,200 RPM is 41.86 C, compared to 43.15
C for Search-Engine. This is again due to the same fac-
tors outlined above, namely, very short seek-times and large
idleness, both of which are application dependent.

When we increase the RPM by a further 5,000, we find
that all the curves are now above the thermal envelope. As
we had seen in the microbenchmark evaluation, the highest
temperatures are now experienced by the 3.7” disks used in
TPC-H. This was observed in the microbenchmark result in
Figure 4(i), where even with inter-seek times of 8 ms and
maximum coasting, the temperature of a 3.7” disk is higher
than those of the other two, across all the chosen values for
the inter-seek time and coast-time. This change in the ther-
mal behavior from lower speeds is because the RPM is now
high enough such that it is now the most dominant determi-
nant of the overall drive heat. Although there is still some
variation in temperature with workload behavior, even the
idle operating temperature is significantly (more than 10 C)
above the thermal envelope. Similar trends are observable
for the other workloads as well and most of them operate
roughly 5 C above the thermal envelope. Since even a 5
C variation in temperature above the thermal envelope can
significantly affect reliability [1], it is imperative to apply a
DTM technique to manage its temperature.

From the above results, we note the following important
observations across the workloads:

• The seek-times are significantly lower than the min-
coast value. Even if there are considerable short inter-
seek times (over 50% lower than 10 ms in many work-
loads), the short (or zero-distance) seeks keep the disk
cool enough even when there is a 5,000 RPM boost
from the baseline. This is achievable with neither an
alteration of the cooling system nor by the use of any
DTM technique. This is a rather powerful observation
since we are pronouncing that the disk could have been
provisioned with the 5,000 RPM boost statically and
we would have never exceeded the thermal envelope
(and gained between 21-53% response time improve-
ment).

• Going for another 5,000 RPM boost does cause the re-
sults to violate the thermal envelope especially in the
disks with higher and larger platters, regardless of the
workload.

• If we do decide to incorporate any DTM (say in the
case of Openmail with a 10,000 RPM boost from the
baseline), our results also give insights on how we
should go about it. With most of the seek-times falling
less than 2 ms, SPTF is good enough for a thermal
management strategy (we do not need to amplify the
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Workload First Most Frequent Seek-Time Second Most Frequent Seek-Time
Frequency Seek-Time Acceleration Time Coast Time Frequency Seek-Time Acceleration Time Coast Time

(%) (ms) (ms) (ms) (%) (ms) (ms) (ms)
Openmail 46.7 1.0 0.5 0.0 18.6 2.0 1.0 0.0

OLTP 62.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 37.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
Search-Engine 29.4 1.0 0.5 0.0 19.6 2.0 1.0 0.0

TPC-C 58.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 41.6 1.0 0.5 0.0
TPC-H 56.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 43.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table 2. Seek-time breakdown of the applications using disks that are 5,000 RPM faster than their
baseline values. The deceleration time is not shown since its value is same as that for acceleration.
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Figure 7. Probability Density Function (PDF) of the inter-seek times for the workloads. For each
workload, the curve labeled “All" includes disk requests that do not involve a movement of the
arm (zero-distance seeks) and “Without 0-Seeks" shows the inter-seek times only between seek
operations that actually involve a movement of the arm.

coast times). Rather, extending inter-seek times (by
possibly introducing delays) can be more rewarding.
Our preliminary investigations [19] of introducing de-
lays between seeks suggest that performance can de-
teoriate substantially for I/O intensive workloads.

• Finally, at high enough RPMs, one can simply not
sustain the workloads without exceeding the thermal
envelope. In these cases, neither seek-time optimiza-
tions nor delays between requests may be viable DTM
choices. One may need to opt for more extensive DTM
techniques such as dynamic RPM modulation, and we
leave it to future work to explore such issues.

6 Concluding Remarks

This paper has presented the first integrated
performance-thermal simulator that can be used to
study the temperature of disks executing real workloads.
This infrastructure requires a careful modeling of the
details of a seek, and we have shown how to account for the

heat generated in the acceleration/deceleration phases, and
the coast in-between when the disk can possibly cool down.
The simulator integrates a discrete-event performance
model (Disksim) with a time-step thermal model.

Using this simulator we have conducted detailed mi-
crobenchmark studies to understand the temperature rela-
tionship to disk level I/O activities. We point out several
options for temperature management - reducing seek dis-
tances, amplifying coast times, and temporal spacing be-
tween seeks - which can be applied even on existing disks.
With five real commercial traces, we show that one can ob-
tain a 5,000 RPM boost without having to resort to any ex-
plicit thermal management. Above this level, we need to
employ DTM to stay below the thermal envelope. We in-
tend to investigate these possibilities in future work.
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